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Title of Film

The title of our film is likely to be called “The Drowning”. 
Our opening credits will be located at the bottom left of 
our screen in a serif font that fades in and out with 
flashes of our location of filming. Example: Title fades in 
as flashing scene of pool fades in, both fade out at the 
same time and fade in new credits



Sound

Scene 1: Fun, upbeat music, establishing initial happiness 
2:  Fun, upbeat music, establishing initial happiness 3:  
Fun, upbeat music, establishing initial happiness and subtle 
conversation by group of teens Scene 4:  Fun, upbeat music, 
halts, conversation and laughter grows louder Scene 5: 
Conversation amongst teens, upbeat music begins to play 
Scene 6: Laughter continues and upbeat song plays Scene 7: 
Upbeat song continues to play, light splashing from water, 
and conversation amongst teens



Sound

Scene 8: Music continues, teens laugh and conversate Scene 
9: Music lowers, teens conversate to friend who cannot swim 
Scene 10: Music eventually stops, teens argue Scene 11: 
Teens conversate aggressively, minor splashing Scene 12: 
Splashing and conversation continue Scene 13: Arguing 
ensues, splashing occurs Scene 14: Conversation and minor 
sloshing of water



Sound

Scene 15: Conversation amongst teens, sloshing of water, 
eerie, thrilling music begins Scene 16: Conversation amongst 
teens, sloshing of water, eerie, thrilling music continues 
Scene 17: Sloshing of water, eerie, thrilling music 
continues Scene 18: Shouting, conversation, loud splashing, 
music grows louder and quicker Scene 19: Loud Splashing, 
screams of panic, and loud, thrilling music plays Scene 20: 
Faded laughter, loud splashing, music continues Scene 21: 
Music continues, rapid splashing 



Sound

Scene 22: Thrilling music continues, sloshing and splashing, 
shouts of panic Scene 23: Shouts of panic, thrilling music 
continues, splashing Scene 24: Thrilling music lowers, water 
breaking lightly, shouts of panic Scene 25: Thrilling music 
lowers, water breaking lightly, and hushed conversation 
Scene 26: Hushed conversation, water sloshing/breaking, 
footsteps Scene 27: conversation,low, eerie music, Scene 28: 
Abrupt, eerie noise and lastly 911 voice 



Location

We will be filming at 
one of our friends 
house that has a pool 
and a large area around 
it. 



Participants

Actors: Sydney Cunningham, Ryan Brooks, Ella Keith, and Alex 
Kuroda. 

Editing: Andrea Casco, Valerid Navia 

Directing: Andrea Casco, Valerid Navia 

Stylists: Andrea Casco, Valerid Navia 

Safety Team: Andrew Antonelli, Tristin Gouveia, Ailish 
Donoho, Liane Chatuel (not inside of film)



Safety Team

To ensure our safety, certified lifeguards Andrew Antonelli, Ailish 
Donoho, Liane Chatuel, and Tristin Gouveia all volunteer to overlook and 
oversee all water activity in the case of an emergency and each have 
their lifeguard certifications in which they can efficiently perform CPR 
if necessary. Liane Chatuel also will have access to a telephone in the 
case in which an ambulance must be called for. For the scene in which our 
victim drowns, we are ensuring the actor we are using has their lifeguard 
certification and can therefore swim. 


